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I have separated this report into four areas: 

1. brief explanation of the company  

2. website analysis and overall comments 

3. observations of the existing web site, heavy focus on what is working versus what isn’t 

4. suggestions for revision of the BIGGBY COFFEE© site 

Most of this report consists of critiques I would make to the BIGGBY COFFEE© web site to make it more 

“user friendly.” For the purposes of this report, “user friendly” means that visitors to the web site can easily 

navigate around the site and conveniently find the information they need. 

I’ve asked a few friends to look at the web site in order to help further my overall thoughts on the site and 

each of them came to the same conclusions that I had already made myself.  

I’ve tried to keep the BIGGBY COFFEE© consumers and franchisers in mind as I came to these 

conclusions, but realize that my comments below are going to be biased (as an employee, an avid 

BIGGBY COFFEE© drinker, as well as a student).  

 

1. Brief Explanation of the Company 

 

BIGGBY COFFEE© opened its first store in March 1995. The owners (and now CEOs) Bob Fish and 

Mary Ronzel had spent a year researching coffee beans until they had enough knowledge and 

confidence to open their own coffee shop. Originally named “Beaners” they later changed the name 

due to all of the controversy the name had started (“beaners” is a racial slur usually directed towards 

people of Hispanic origins.) The company quickly expanded as more people took interest in 

franchising. BIGGBY COFFEE© relies heavily on the huge impact “word of mouth” advertising has on 

consumers. 

As a quickly expanding company, BIGGBY COFFEE© has done a wonderful job establishing itself, 

quickly becoming a competitor in the world of coffee. BIGGBY COFFEE© is known not just for its 

excellent coffee selection, but it is also known for its happy, energetic, exciting, invigorating, as well 

as upbeat atmosphere. All of the baristas are peppy, happy, and excited to be doing what they do. 

They are quick to engage each customer in conversation and make them feel right at home. All of the 

drinks are made to perfection, making sure that each customer is receiving a high quality beverage. 
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As their standing mission statement, BIGGBY COFFEE© has a goal of “Creating one new BIGGBY 

COFFEE© fanatic per day, per store, who will actively promote us to others.” 

2. Web Site Analysis and Overall Comments 

 

When I originally planned on doing this report I had hoped to rave about BIGGBY COFFEE© and how 

they do a great job representing themselves to the public. I had planned on talking about the speed of 

the expansion of the company as a whole, their strength in advertising, as well as their success in 

producing such a high quality product. 

However, the more I researched and spent time on the web site the more I realized it lacked certain 

qualities. As a company, I think that BIGGBY COFFEE© can do much better when it comes to their 

web site. I think they have a good, solid amount of information on their web site; it’s just a matter of 

getting it organized and put together in a way that makes it appealing and easy to navigate for their 

audience. 

When I refer to the “BIGGBY COFFEE© Audience” I think of the drinkers, franchisees, suppliers, 

supporters, etc. If you were to walk into a BIGGBY COFFEE© at any point during the day you will see 

a variety of people. There are students, families with small children, older couples, and business men 

and women stopping in to get a quick caffeine fix. The demographics (race, social, economic, etc.) of 

people that purchase BIGGBY COFFEE© is widespread. 

Keeping that in mind, when I look at this web site my only thought is that BIGGBY COFFEE© is 

catering towards its franchisees, and not the vast majority of people that come into BIGGBY 

COFFEE© to purchase drinks on a day-to-day basis. While having franchising information on the web 

site is important, it is not the sole purpose of BIGGBY COFFEE©. Therefore, the web site, as a 

whole, should cater to everyone, whether you are 80 years old, or 5 years old, whether you drink a 

Carmel Marvel© or a Magic Milk©, this web site should provide information about the company and 

make it so that anyone who explores the web site is successful in finding what they want.  

In addition to that, BIGGBY COFFEE© should think about catering to a younger audience and not just 

the older “cliché” coffee drinkers. BIGGBY COFFEE© does such a good job creating options that are 

kid friendly, why not make their website kid friendly by adding certain features like coloring pages, or 

games? Personally, I would love to print off BIGGBY COFFEE© coloring pages for my five year old 

sister. She loves the fact that I work there and would love to color pictures from BIGGBY COFFEE©. I 

feel that it would be extremely beneficial to offer some kid friendly material on the web site, it not only 

sets BIGGBY COFFEE© apart from other coffee shops, but it also helps get kids excited about 

BIGGBY COFFEE© creating fans at a young age. 

With that being said I think there are some key/overall things that BIGGBY COFFEE© should 

consider for redesigning their web site, and I have included these things in my conclusion. 

3. Observations of the Existing Web Site, Heavy Focus on What is Working Versus What Isn’t 

The initial site I have reviewed alone as well as with some friends and based on what we found I will 

identify what works well (+) and what doesn’t work as well (-). Keeping that in mind, later I will 

address the items that don’t work as well and provide an alternative to help create a better site. 

The Home Page:  

 main page; there is a top navigation system 
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- main page; all of the information is condensed to a small rectangular “screen” in the center, 
very small and hard to read 

- main page; 3 links for franchising, one as a heading, one at the base of the picture slide show 
“B a Franchisee,” and one at the bottom near the contact button—excessive amount 

- main page; no link to “About Us” or “Who We Are” or “Our Mission” 

Menu 

 clear, concise, simple, page—not a whole lot going on, not a lot of confusion 

 subheading—allows for the audience to get a closer look at the coffee, beverages, catering 
options, and nutritional info for the drinks 

- very dry, information seems very “cut and paste” not exciting, font is plain, very ordinary, 
nothing bolded, nothing italicized, nothing jumps off the page at the audience 

- font is very small, making it hard to read 

Location 

 clear, concise, simple page—very good use of the map and search engine for location other 
stores 

- orange font on the map is small, and due to the map color, hard to read 

B Connected 

 automatic subheadings— 

o “B Heard” link, goes to a comment page 

o “News” link, provides a list of all newspaper articles that included BIGGBY COFFEE© 

o “E-Wards” link shows you how to sign up to get emails for additional coupons as well 
as emails with upcoming drink specials 

o “B Involved” link is useful for Now Profit Organizations who are looking for donations,  

o “Employment” link takes you to the online job application,  

o “Where’s Bob” link lets you see where the CEO is on his travels to visiting all 123 
BIGGBY COFFEE© stores 

- very dry, information is boring and font is plain 

Franchise 

 provides a great deal of information on franchising 

- very overwhelming with the concept of franchising—overdone  

 subheadings 

o “The Facts” link takes you to a page with facts about BIGGBY COFFEE© but still has 
information on franchising 
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o “Discover BIGGBY” link shows you a page dedicated to Discovery Days which are 
informational days meant to give franchisees a better understanding of BIGGBY 
COFFEE© and everything the company is all about 

o “Ask Bob” takes you to a separate site designed for asking direct questions with the idea 
that someone will respond to you instantly 

Shop 

 pretty page, simple, and yet exciting—pictures of BIGGBY COFFEE© merchandise 

 easy to navigate 

- small print makes it hard to read 

4. Suggestions for Revision of the BIGGBY COFFEE© Site 

After taking the time to observe the site as it remains I have considered some alterations that will 
make going to the BIGGBY COFFEE© web site a much more enjoyable experience for the majority of 
its audience. 

To start, these are the key things I think BIGGBY COFFEE© should keep in mind when looking at 
their web site: 

 navigation is crucial; this requires grouping information into a key, understandable heading 
and organizing subheadings into a clear menu system  

 

 a search engine is important; having a search engine allows for the audience to search for 
exactly what they want if it doesn’t appear in the navigation system 

 

 spacing; this involves making the site stretch to the size of the browser so that it’s not 
concentrated in the center, making the print as well as the information small, squished, and 
hard to read 

 

 establish a separate franchising page; the excitement of franchising seems to take over 
the web site, making the web site overwhelming and at times frustrating since the concept of 
the web site seems to be about getting its audience to franchise. A new site should be 
created specifically for franchising, and only a link from the BIGGBY COFFEE© web site 
should be visible with some basic information 

 

 create a friendlier page; BIGGBY COFFEE© is so known for the excitement and very 
friendly atmosphere, the web site should portray the same thing—the information should 
seem more upbeat and not as if it was just copied and pasted onto the page—as well as the 
page should contain more upbeat fonts 

 

 less is more; finally BIGGBY COFFEE© should look at condensing what is on their initial 
page; the page is loud, overwhelming and at first glance, confusing to navigate—the site 
should strive to give an exciting experience without overdoing it with picture slide-shows, 
trivia questions, a key to change the background, as well as an extreme amount of headings 
and subheadings 

 
Most consumers are already very aware of all of these issues with the web site. So after stating the broad 
suggestions I have for the page (stated above) I have a list of more specific ways in which to redesign the 
site: 
 

a. get rid of the center “screen” on the site and make the page less condensed, so that it isn’t all 
fitting in a very small space 
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b. headings and subheadings should be more specific—should include a section solely 

dedicated to explaining BIGGBY COFFEE© as a company, its history, its mission, etc. 

c. fonts should be more exciting, larger, and inviting—should stick with BIGGBY COFFEE© 
already well-known exciting atmosphere, should carry into the web site 

d. there should be a separate website for franchising (franchising.biggby.com—sample) and 
simply a heading about franchising to give a basic explanation, and then a link that takes the 
prospective franchisee to the actual franchising page 

e. put less pop-ups and links on the home page—too many links makes the page overwhelming 
and hard to read to figure out what exactly you’re looking for, it makes the page very 
distracting 

f. create a search engine—this helps the audience find shortcuts to exactly what they want 
instead of spending time searching through each heading—while good to explore other 
pages, it is frustrating for the audience, may cause them to quit looking 

g. add kid friendly material—games (maybe putting whipped cream on drinks, or making drinks 
before time runs out), coloring pages (they can color online, or print off to color at home) 

I realize this is a lot of information, and a very basic explanation for all of it. However, with further reports I 
can further explain my ideas to help create a website that is both successful and pleasing to those who 
choose to explore it. 


